
Rotherham Respect Party Manifesto

A united, fair and prosperous Rotherham

We as the proud people of Rotherham would like to present a change in the way this great town is run.  To provide a voice for the unrepresented majority who are disillusioned by politics and frustrated by the lack of opportunities and prosperity.
We would like to present a new dynamic road map for how the town should be governed by the people, for the people.  We fully accept the financial reality we are currently facing but believe these austere times provide an opportunity to enhance our strength, particularly from our youth and plan for more 
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prosperous times when all citizens can contribute to the success of our town.
We want to unite the town to provide a single voice, which will bring about change for all our citizens.  We believe every citizen has their part to play in changing the fortunes of this town.  We will provide the platform for positive change to occur and to endure.
We believe in supporting our vulnerable citizens, to provide real opportunities for our young citizens and equitable wealth sharing opportunities for all our citizens. 
Our five pledges

• to invest in the infrastructure of our town – including road, schools and hospital improvements
• to invest in our young people – providing real training, learning or job opportunities for all 16-24 year olds
• to reverse key welfare reform changes – the benefit cap and the bedroom tax
• to generate sustainable employment and growth – through large scale regeneration programmes 
• to bring about greater equality and representation – by promoting minority and marginalised groups

The Respect PartyThe Respect Party was set up in January 2004. It was formed because of the need for an alternative to the three established parties - New Labour, Conservatives and Liberal Democrats.None of those parties represent the interests of ordinary working 



people or those who want a fairer, more equal and just society.When millions marched against the invasion of Iraq, the government ignored us.When workers and communities take strike action or protest against privatisation, job losses and cuts to our services, they are criticised by the government and the other parties.The Respect Party is opposed to war, privatisation and unemployment.The Respect Party stands for peace, publicly owned services and a decent future for all.We want a world in which the democratic demands of the people are carried out; a world based on need not profit; a world where solidarity rather than self-interest is the spirit of the age. We want to reach out to all those who share our views, to build a new party for change in the interests of ordinary people.
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